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a b s t r a c t 

Correlated color temperature (CCT) is a semi-quantitative system that roughly describes the spectra of 

lamps. This parameter gives the temperature (measured in kelvins) of the black body that would show the 

hue more similar to that of the light emitted by the lamp. Modern lamps for indoor and outdoor lighting 

display many spectral energy distributions, most of them extremely different to those of black bodies, 

what makes CCT to be far from a perfect descriptor from the physical point of view. The spectral index 

system presented in this work provides an accurate, objective, quantitative procedure to characterize the 

spectral properties of lamps, with just a few numbers. The system is an adaptation to lighting technol- 

ogy of the classical procedures of multi-band astronomical photometry with wide and intermediate-band 

filters. We describe the basic concepts and we apply the system to a representative set of lamps of many 

kinds. The results lead to interesting, sometimes surprising conclusions. The spectral index system is ex- 

tremely easy to implement from the spectral data that are routinely measured at laboratories. Thus, in- 

cluding this kind of computations in the standard protocols for the certification of lamps will be really 

straightforward, and will enrich the technical description of lighting devices. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Observational astronomy progressed for centuries having black

odies as its almost only matter of study: the stars. And for mil-

ennia, the only detector system in astronomy was the human eye,

naided or aided by optical devices, what defined the sensitivity

urve of human sight as the only spectral band effectively avail-

ble for the study of the universe. 

The end of the xix 
th century brought the photographic rev-

lution and, with it, a different sensitivity curve that covered

 slightly different spectral region, biased towards bluer wave-

engths. Even though photographic emulsions are less sensitive

han the eye, this new technology allowed the study of much

ainter celestial objects, thanks to the possibility to accumulate

ight during very long exposure times. 

Approximately at the same time, spectroscopic techniques led

o the discovery of non-thermal emitters in astrophysical contexts:

mission nebulae whose light is made up mainly from narrow lines

f ionized atoms such as hydrogen, oxygen or sulfur. 

More and more non-thermal astrophysical sources have been

iscovered since then. Also, technological progress opened the

hole electromagnetic spectrum to astrophysics, and many dif-
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erent bands have been defined, even inside the optical window

that roughly covers from the near-UV to the near-IR). One of the

ost used photometric systems in observational astronomy is the

o called Johnson-Cousins, based on a set of five filters (shown

n Fig. 1 , and that will be commented later in Section 2.1 and

able 2 ), but many others exist. 

Interestingly enough, there exists a strong analogy between the

volution of observational astronomy and that of lighting engineer-

ng, that we have outlined in Table 1 . Also this field began with

lack bodies as the only working matter (combustion of solids or

as, and incandescent lamps), and only one sensitivity curve was

onsidered at the beginning: The photopic (day-time) sensitivity

urve of the human eye. Somewhat later, the scotopic (darkness-

dapted) sensitivity curve was added, and it was found to be much

ore sensitive, and biased towards the blue. Later on, new light

ources have appeared, that are not thermal emitters, such as dis-

harge lamps and light-emitting diodes (LEDs). 

Huge advancements have happened in recent times, in the re-

earch of photo-sensitive pigments in humans and in other species

oth animal and vegetal, what implied characterizing many spec-

ral sensitivity curves that complement the traditional ones. In this

ontext of non-thermal emitters and multiplicity of spectral bands,

nalog to the evolution experienced in astronomy, it arises the

eed to re-think those concepts used in lighting engineering that
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Fig. 1. Normalized transmission curves for the five filters of the Johnson-Cousins 

system used in astronomical photometry. More information in Section 2.1 and 

Table 2 . See [2] . 

Table 1 

A comparison of observational astronomy and lighting technology evolution. 

Observational astronomy Lighting technology 

Original spectra Black bodies (stars) Black bodies 

(incandescent lamps) 

Original band Human eye sensitivity 

curve 

Human eye sensitivity 

curve (photopic) 

First additional band Photography (biased 

towards blue) 

Scotopic sensitivity curve 

(biased towards blue) 

Additional spectra Non-thermal emitters: 

emission nebulae; 

synchrotron radiation; 

etc. Red-shifted 

spectra. 

Non-thermal emitters: 

discharge lamps; light 

emitting diodes. 

Later additional bands Many bands inside and 

outside the visible 

spectrum. For instance, 

Johnson-Cousins 

photometric system 

UBVRI . 

Bands linked to visual 

and non-visual 

pigments: LC, MC, R, Z, 

CS . Non-human 

sensitivity curves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Effective wavelengths and filter widths (see definitions in Eq. (1) ) for several sen- 

sitivity curves: Those of the astronomical photometric system Johnson-Cousins, 

photopic and scotopic curves V and V ′ , and several human photopigments. 

Johnson-Cousins 

Filter: U J B J V J R C I C 

λeff (nm): 365.3 438.2 552.4 645.2 885.9 

�λ (nm): 53.1 98.0 104.8 129.9 300.6 

Human vision curves 

Filter: V ′ V 

λeff (nm): 502.4 559.4 

�λ (nm): 97.1 107.4 

Photopigments 

Filter: SC Z R MC LC 

λeff (nm): 452.8 496.5 512.8 542.5 566.9 

�λ (nm): 51.4 83.1 96.9 110.8 118.6 
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are based upon the properties of human vision and of thermal

light sources. 

Correlated Color Temperature (CCT) is a way to link human per-

ception of the hue of lamps to the thermodynamic temperature of

black bodies. The current official definition can be found at [5] . For

non-black-bodies, CCT lacks rigorous physical meaning and it pro-

vides just a perceptual indication of the hue of the light. Significant

differences in the perceived hue are admitted, even for sources

having the same CCT. In a multi-band (even non-human-band) and

non-thermal context, CCT loses most of its meaning, even in spite

the effort s to bring this parameter to the limit of maximum nu-

merical accuracy as in [4] . We have to ask ourselves whether better

methods do exist, to characterize the spectral properties of lamps.

From the qualitative and unsatisfactory, one-number CCT descrip-

tor, to the heavy power of giving the whole spectrum in high reso-

lution as suggested by Lucas et al. [13] , there has to be some mid-

dle point that allows us to work with just a few numbers, with

univocal and clear physical meanings, that should even make it

possible to perform meaningful calculations (something completely

out of place with CCT). 

We explore the promising prospects that arise from the adapta-

tion of some of the techniques developed in multi-band astronom-

ical photometry, to lighting engineering. In particular we will work

on the so-called color index system, that we propose to translate

into a format suited to the description of lamps under the name of
pectral index system : Converging solutions for two fields of study

hat have followed parallel trajectories during the last two cen-

uries. 

. The spectral index system 

Fortunately, the two worlds that converge into this scheme, as-

ronomical photometry and lighting engineering, follow traditions

ully compatible in what refers to the conventions used to describe

pectral energy distributions and filters, what allows a soft join

hat may benefit both fields. 

.1. Basic concepts: spectrum and filter 

Let us start commenting the basic ingredients needed to com-

ute spectral indices: The spectral energy distribution of the light

ource, and the transmission curves of filters, equivalent in many

enses to the spectral sensitivity curves of photopigments. Both

ommunities prefer working in terms of wavelength ( λ) rather

han frequency ( ν), and the standard way of characterizing filters

nd sensitivity curves is normalizing them in such a way that the

aximum is set to unity. In this paper, all wavelengths are mea-

ured in nanometers (nm). Spectra, also called spectral energy dis-

ributions (SED), are noted as E ( λ). Filters (or sensitivity curves) are

oted as F ( λ). 

Table 2 displays some descriptors for a set of filters of inter-

st. Among these filters, there are the five of the astronomical

hotometric system Johnson-Cousins (see [2] for more details). To

void confusions that may arise from the coincidence of symbols,

n this work we will label Johnson-Cousins filters as U J , B J , V J , R C ,

 C . Table 2 includes, also, the photopic V and scotopic V 

′ sensitivity

urves of human vision (see [17] for V , and [18] or [16] for V 

′ ), and

he spectral sensitivity curves of five human photosensitive pig-

ents given by CIE [6] : cyanopic ( SC ), melanopic ( Z ), rhodopic ( R ),

hloropic ( MC ) and erythropic ( LC ), mentioned in Section 2.3 . The

lter descriptors are effective wavelength λeff and filter width �λ,

efined as follows: 

eff = 

∫ ∞ 

0 λF (λ) d λ∫ ∞ 

0 F (λ) d λ
; �λ = 

1 

F max 

∫ ∞ 

0 

F (λ) d λ (1)

Where F max stands for the maximum value of the filter curve

 ( λ), that normally will be equal to unity. Note that, in general,

eff is not equal to the wavelength at which the curve F ( λ) reaches

ts maximum, although the two values should be very similar for

lter functions symmetric in shape. 
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Fig. 2. Normalized human eye standard sensitivity curves under photopic ( V , solid 

line) and scotopic ( V ′ , dashed) conditions. See [17,18] and [16] . 
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As we will show later, the units of E ( λ) are not particularly rele-

ant, as long as they are expressed in terms of physical energy (not

hoton counts), and the function is well calibrated, not affected by

nstrumental biases nor other spectral filtering. These conditions

ule for the material routinely produced in lighting engineering for

amp certification purposes. The spectrograph output at the labo-

atory may be expressed in terms of W/nm, μW/(cm 

2 nm) at some

tandard distance, W/(m 

2 sr nm), etc. As said, any of these will

ork perfectly when fed into our formalism. 

From the filtered spectrum, F ( λ) E ( λ), through integration, we

et the integrated flux , �E, F : 

E,F = 

∫ ∞ 

0 

F (λ) E(λ)d λ (2) 

A particular case of filter is set by the absence of any filter at

ll or, in other words, F (λ) = 1 ∀ λ. We refer to this non-filter as

he bolometric filter , and it leads to the bolometric flux : 

E, bol = 

∫ ∞ 

0 

E(λ)d λ (3) 

.2. Definition of the spectral index 

The relative integrated flux among two filters F 1 and F 2 , for a

iven spectrum E , is given by the quotient of integrated fluxes: 

 1 , 2 (E) = 

�E,F 1 

�E,F 2 

= 

∫ ∞ 

0 F 1 (λ) E(λ)d λ∫ ∞ 

0 F 2 (λ) E(λ)d λ
(4) 

The self-normalization implicit in Eq. (4) makes it evident that

he specific units in which E ( λ) is expressed are not relevant. 

Finally, the spectral index of spectrum E for the pair of filters

 1 and F 2 is defined this way: 

 1 , 2 (E) = −2 . 5 log 10 Q 1 , 2 (E) = −2 . 5 log 10 

�E,F 1 

�E,F 2 

= − 2 . 5 log 10 

∫ ∞ 

0 

F 1 (λ) E(λ)d λ

+ 2 . 5 log 10 

∫ ∞ 

0 

F 2 (λ) E(λ)d λ (5) 

The quantity −2 . 5 log 10 �E,F i ; i = 1 , 2 , that appears in Eq. (5) , is

amed instrumental magnitude of E in filter F i and it may be also

epresented as m Fi ( E ). Thus, we can say that a spectral index is a

ifference of instrumental magnitudes: 

 1 , 2 (E) = m F 1 (E) − m F 2 (E) (6)

Magnitudes as a system to evaluate the apparent brightness of

tars have been in use in astronomy for more than two thousand

ears, in a tradition that can be traced back at least to the time

f Hipparchus of Nicaea (around year 150 B.C., see for instance

h. 4 in [14] ). This system is rooted into the peculiarities of hu-

an vision, what justifies its logarithmic nature, the instrumental

agnitude being simply −2 . 5 times the decimal logarithm of the

ntegrated flux. It is very important to realize that with the nega-

ive sign introduced in the definition of instrumental magnitude, a

arger integrated flux implies a lower numerical value for the asso-

iated instrumental magnitude. Number 2.5 fixes the scale in such

 way that a difference of 5 magnitudes implies a factor 100 in in-

egrated flux, and it was implicitly introduced by Hipparchus when

e established that the fainter stars seen with the naked eye have

agnitude equal to six, while the brighter ones have magnitude

qual to one. There is a second and unexepected link of the mag-

itude scale with human vision: As we will see later ( Section 3.3 ),

he sensitivity contrast of human vision among photopic and sco-

opic conditions amounts almost exactly to one magnitude. 

For the bolometric filter (i.e., in absence of filter) we get the

olometric instrumental magnitude, that is a measure of the total
mission of the lamp across the whole spectrum: 

 bol (E) = −2 . 5 log 10 

∫ ∞ 

0 

E(λ)d λ (7)

An important convention, linked to the definition expressed in

q. (5) , is the need to sort the two filters, F 1 and F 2 , in such a way

hat the first one is always the bluest of the pair. This convention

eads to spectral indices with larger numerical values for redder

ources, and smaller (even negative) values for bluer spectra. We

ill refer to this convention as the bluer first rule. 

The election of decimal logarithms, the negative sign and the

.5 coefficient may seem arbitrary, but they are directly drawn

rom the metrological system already in use in astronomical pho-

ometry, that already is widely spread to measure the brightness of

stronomical sources of radiation like the stars, but also to describe

atural and artificial sky brightness. The effects of artificial light at

ight on sky brightness is commonly measured in the stellar mag-

itude scale, and it leads in a very natural way to the evaluation

f sky color in the same system (see for instance [15] ). Thus, using

he same methodology for the description of lamp spectra and its

ffects, will establish an interesting bridge between lighting engi-

eering on the one side, and astronomy and the study of artificial

ight at night on the other side. 

When the relative flux ( Eq. (4) ) is of interest on itself, it can

e retrieved from the corresponding spectral index in a straight-

orward way, inverting the definition ( Eq. (5) ): 

 1 , 2 (E) = 

�E,F 1 

�E,F 2 

= 10 

−C 1 , 2 (E) / 2 . 5 (8) 

.3. Sensitivity curves used 

The simple formalism sketched in Section 2.2 is absolutely gen-

ral. In order to apply it we need, of course, some specific spec-

rum E ( λ) but, obviously, two spectral bands have to be selected

nd defined. Let us consider which filters or spectral sensitivity

urves may be of interest for lighting technology. No doubt, the

umber of such bands may be very high. Among them we have

o include the standard sensitivity curves of human vision, pho-

opic V ( λ) and scotopic V 

′ ( λ), described in Fig. 2 and in Table 2 .

he similarities between the astronomical Johnson V J band and the

hotopic V function are very obvious and they are not casual, since

he astronomical filter was specifically designed to have a match as

ood as possible with the sensitivity of human sight. 
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Fig. 3. Normalized sensitivity curves for the five human photo-receptors, after ap- 

plying the pre-receptoral transmittance function. See Annex A to [6] . 
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Fig. 4. Action curves named blue-hazard function ( B , dashed line) and aphakic haz- 

ard function ( A , solid line), from [11] . The descriptors of B function ( Eq. (1) ) are 

λeff = 446 . 2 nm, �λ = 69 . 0 nm, not too far from the astronomical Johnson B J band 

( Table 2, Fig. 1 ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Some existing regulations whose requirements may be expressed in terms of spec- 

tral indices. 

Location Reference Requirements 

Andalusia (Spain) [3] Article 13.a In general: L 525 − bol > 0 . 753 At 

protected areas: 

L 440 − bol > 2 . 060 for non-LED 

L 500 − bol > 2 . 060 for LED 

Canary Islands 

(Spain) 

[10] Section G.8 IAC amber LED definition: 

L 500 − bol > 4 . 560 IAC warm LED 

definition: L 500 − V > 1 . 505 IAC 

super-warm LED definition: 

L 500 − V > 2 . 060 

Antofagasta, Atacama 

and Coquimbo (Chile) 

[7] Article 7 Simultaneously required: 

H 300 × L 379 − H 380 × L 780 > 2 . 060 

H 380 × L 499 − H 380 × L 780 > 2 . 060 

H 380 × L 780 − H 781 × L 10 0 0 < 

−0 . 753 

l
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C  
CIE [6] defines the spectral sensitivity curves of five human

photosensitive pigments, together with a common pre-receptoral

transmittance curve that evaluates the spectral absorption of the

tissues placed in front of the receptors themselves. From the table

in Annex A of [6] we take five sensitivity curves named cyanopic

( SC ), melanopic ( Z ), rhodopic ( R ), chloropic ( MC ) and erythropic

( LC ). Applying to all of them the associated pre-receptoral trans-

mittance curve τ ( λ), and later normalizing the resulting curves to

max = 1, we get the sensitivity curves described in Table 2 and

Fig. 3 . 

The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Pro-

tection defines in [11] the blue light hazard function ( B ) and the

aphakic hazard function ( A ) (see Fig. 4 ). For the reasons described

in the source publication, and commented in Section 4.1 in the dis-

cussion of Fig. 10 , curve A cannot be normalized to max = 1, what

has to be kept in mind when interpreting results involving this fil-

ter. 

Several interesting, and very simple bandpasses can be defined

as step functions, specially filters transparent to only short wave-
engths. We label such filters as L λ0 , where λ0 is such that: 

 λ0 = 

{
1 ∀ λ ≤ λ0 

0 otherwise 
(9)

We will refer to such filters as lowpass - λ, because we are work-

ng in the wavelength space and those filters block high values of

, leaving low values unaltered. Of course, the same physical filter

maybe made from glass) would be described as a highpass if we

ere working in the frequency space. 

In a similar way, highpass- λ filters may be defined as: 

 λ0 = 

{
0 ∀ λ ≤ λ0 

1 otherwise 
(10)

The product of a highpass by a lowpass specifies a window fil-

er. Thus, filter H x × L y would be transparent to wavelengths be-

ween x and y nm. 

Lowpass- λ, highpass- λ and window filters are important be-

ause there are already several regulations and recommendations

stablishing spectral restrictions on lamps, on the basis of the

uantity of radiation emitted below, above or between certain spe-

ific wavelengths. As an example, Table 3 (that will be commented

n Section 3 ) summarizes some of these already existing specifica-

ions, translating them into the language of spectral indices. 

. Some useful specific indices 

Now we get closer to the specific application of the formalism.

n order to do that, in this section we review several pairs of filters

hat lead to spectral indices meaningful for the description of lamp

pectra. First we consider filter pairs that include the bolometric

lter to derive bolometric indices . In a second step we review in-

ices implying lowpass- λ filters. Finally, we describe some generic

ndices made up from filter pairs of any kind. 

.1. Bolometric indices 

We talk about bolometric indices when dealing with spectral in-

ices that include the bolometric filter as one of the two sensitivity

urves involved in the calculation ( Eq. (5) ). The bluer first conven-

ion linked to the definition of spectral indices ( Section 2.2 ) re-

uires that the first filter of the pair has to be the bluer one. The

olometric filter, being described by a constant function equal to

nity for all values of λ, is in fact an infinitely red filter. Thus, it

s always the redder of any pair and has to be introduced in the

ormulae as F 2 . Representing the first filter as F , whatever it is, and

he bolometric one (the second) as bol, we have the definition of

olometric index of spectrum E for filter F : 

 

F, bol (E) = m F (E) − m bol (E) (11)
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Fig. 5. Spectra of three lamps used as examples for the application of the spectral 

index system. A PC amber lamp (number 39 in the ancillary database [9] ), a dis- 

charge metal halide lamp (number 25) and a classical incandescent bulb (number 

29). 
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It is evident that under these conditions we will always have

ore radiation in the second filter (the bolometric one means ab-

ence of any filter), what will make m bol ( E ) smaller (i.e., ‘brighter’,

ue to the negative sign in the definition of instrumental magni-

udes). As a conclusion, all bolometric indices will always be posi-

ive. They provide a way to evaluate the portion of energy emitted

y a lamp in the band covered by filter F , compared to the total

mission over the whole spectrum. 

It is time to start applying the formalism to specific lamps.

et us take as first examples the spectra displayed in Fig. 5 , cor-

esponding to a PC amber LED lamp, a metal halide lamp, and

 standard incandescent bulb. If we take the photopic sensitivity

urve V as F 1 , the corresponding bolometric index will measure the

mount of useful radiation (from a photopic point of view) emitted

y the lamps, compared to their total emission. We get the results:

E C 
V, bol (E) Q 

V, bol (E) 

PC amber 0.721 0.515 

Metal halide 0.819 0.470 

Incandescent 2.096 0.145 

These figures indicate a higher visual efficacy of the PC amber

amp, if the photopic emissions are compared to the total amount

f radiation. In fact, the visible light emitted by the PC amber lamp

s larger than 50% of the total, because its index is lower than

 . 753 = −2 . 5 log 10 (0 . 5) . The lower photopic efficacy corresponds in

his case to the incandescent bulb: its very red (high value) in-

ex is due to its large amount of infra-red emission, and it has

o be taken into account that the experimental spectrum used is

runcated at certain infra-red wavelength, so the true value for its

 V , bol index should be even larger, meaning in this case an even

ower light efficacy. 

The maximum efficacy in the bolometric index for an arbitrary

lter would correspond to a lamp emitting monochromatic light at

he wavelength in which the first filter curve reaches unity, and in

his case the bolometric index would be equal to zero. The closer

he bolometric index gets to zero, the higher the lamp efficacy for

he filter used to perform the computations. 

An interesting case is that posed by low- and highpass- λ bolo-

etric indices. There are already some regulations and recommen-

ations on lamp spectra that establish a certain limit for the frac-

ion of the total radiation emitted below or over a specific wave-
ength, or inside certain intervals. Table 3 shows several examples.

pecifically the lowpass – bolometric criteria is included in the An-

alusian regulation ( [3] ), and in the Instituto de Astrofísica de Ca-

arias (IAC) amber LED definition from [10] . For instance, in one

ase it is required that the total emission below 500 nm has to be

ess than 15% of the total (Andalusian requirement for LEDs at pro-

ected areas). That means that the L 500 −bol index has to be larger

han 2.060. In the case of the same three previous lamps, we get: 

E C 
L 500 , bol (E) Q 

L 500 , bol (E) 

PC amber 5.662 0.005 

Metal halide 1.652 0.218 

Incandescent 3.618 0.036 

In this case, the PC amber lamp would widely fulfill the re-

uirement, but this specific metal halide lamp would not. It has to

e noted that also the incandescent lamp taken as example fulfills

his limit. This PC amber lamp qualifies, too, as “IAC amber LED”,

ecause its index is larger than 4.560 (see Table 3 ). 

However, bolometric criteria can be criticized, because they

easure efficacy comparing a certain band to the total amount

f emission, including even non-visible wavelengths. For instance,

he above-mentioned criterium based on a lowpass- λ bolometric

ndex, very clearly favours lamps with strong infra-red emissions.

f going beyond a certain value of C L 500, bol is required, this can

e achieved not only by reducing the amount of light at the blue

ide, but also by increasing the wasteful infra-red radiation at the

ed side. This is the main reason why incandescent lamps display

uch large values for indices of this kind, as can be seen in the

ata accompanying this article, [9] . 

.2. Generic indices for pass- λ filters 

That caveat can be easily overcome just setting the right, non-

olometric band, as second filter for the calculations. An obvious

nough option would be using the photopic curve V as a reference.

his curve has its effective wavelength around λ = 560 nm. The

entral wavelength of any lowpass- λ filter L x is placed exactly at

 /2. Given that normally the aim is to limit the amount of emission

n blue bands, most often x /2 will be smaller than 560 nm, and

he step filter will be the first (bluer first) , and the photopic curve

ill act as the second (redder) band for spectral index calculation.

he resulting index L x − V would describe the quantity of energy

mitted in the blue, below λ = x nm, compared to the amount of

hotopically efficient light, what seems a fair and meaningful com-

arison. 

The recent update of the regulations at Canary Islands (see [10] )

ncludes several specifications that may be easily translated into

ur formalism using exactly this index. They appear in Table 3 , and

hey refer to the definitions of “IAC warm LED” and “IAC super-

arm LED”, that require the index L 500 − V to reach at least the

alues 1.505 (warm) or 2.060 (super-warm). Going back to the

ame three lamps that we are using as an example, for L 500 − V 

e get the results: 

E C L 500 ,V (E) Q L 500 ,V (E) 

PC amber 4.491 0.016 

Metal halide 0.833 0.464 

Incandescent 1.522 0.246 

Not surprisingly, the PC amber LED overruns both criteria, but

lso the incandescent lamp would fit in the “warm” box (although

hese IAC definitions are intended only for LEDs). Now we get a

ignificantly bluer (lower) value of the index for the incandescent

ulb, compared to the bolometric result, because for index L − V 
500 
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Fig. 6. The scotopic – photopic normalised ( V ′ − V ) spectral index (a measure of 

the S / P ratio) as a function of CCT, for the set of lamps discussed in Section 4 . The 

correlation is poor, implying that CCT is not a good indicator for S / P considerations. 

The solid line marks the location of black bodies. 
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i  

o  
all infra-red emissions are kept out of the calculation. Something

similar, to a lesser extent, happens to the metal halide lamp. 

3.3. Totally generic indices 

The flexibility of the spectral index system arises from its totally

generic character, allowing to select any pair of spectral bands of

interest. 

As an illustration of the general scheme, let us translate into the

spectral index formalism a classical photometric parameter, the so-

called “scotopic to photopic ratio”, or S / P . Traditionally, this ratio

is computed from the lamp spectrum E ( λ), filtered trough the two

standard sensitivity curves of human vision displayed in Fig. 3 . The

scotopic V 

′ ( λ) and photopic V ( λ) functions are normalized to max-

imum equal to unity, and they can be introduced into Eq. (5) as F 1 

and F 2 (bluer first) to compute the ratio Q V ′ ,V (E) = 

�
E,V ′ 

�E,V 
and, from

there, the scotopic – photopic spectral index C V ′ ,V (E) for the lamp.

Applying this to the same three examples, we get : 

E C V ′ ,V (E) Q V ′ ,V (E) 

PC amber 2.032 0.154 

Metal halide 0.521 0.619 

Incandescent 0.796 0.480 

In this scheme, a null value would mean “same energy in both

bands”. The first lamp (PC amber) has an index value close to 2,

meaning that the blue filter (scotopic) is receiving approximately

15% of the energy that goes through the red (photopic) one. The

value for the incandescent lamp is close to the 50% energy ratio

(photopically efficient energy doubles the amount of scotopically

efficient flux). 

But normally the S / P ratio is computed not from the normalized

V 

′ and V functions, but from the scaled versions of these functions,

including the well-known scaling factors 1700 lm/W for the sco-

topic curve, and 683 lm/W for the photopic: 

K 

′ (λ) = 1700 V 

′ (λ) ; K(λ) = 683 V (λ) (12)

This way we move from the energy domain into the human

perceptual domain, going further from the physical input and

closer to the action exerted by this input. The logarithmic nature

of the spectral index allows a straightforward transformation from

the normalized index C V ′ ,V (E) to the scaled index C K ′ ,K (E) just ap-

plying an additive zero point equal to −2 . 5 log 10 (1700 / 683) . We

find the happy coincidence that this zero point is almost exactly

equal to −1 , in fact it is −0 . 990 , allowing the immediate conver-

sion from the normalized scotopic – photopic index to its scaled

version: 

E C K ′ ,K (E) S/P

PC amber 1.042 0.383 

Metal halide −0.469 1.540 

Incandescent −0.194 1.196 

In the scaled version C K ′ ,K (E) , a null value would mean “same

efficacy (or action) in both bands”. The figures indicate that the PC

amber LED exerts an action some 2.5 times more intense photopi-

cally than scotopically, but the contrary happens with the other

two lamps. The incandescent one is closer to the equilibrium of

actions (null value), while the metal halide lamp displays a clearly

stronger scotopic action. The classical S / P ratio can be derived from

the scaled index through Eq. (8) . 

CCT is a poor proxy of the S / P ratio, as can be seen in Fig. 6 ,

that shows the normalized index C V ′ ,V as a function of CCT, for the

set of lamps discussed in Section 4 . 
Indices related to the S / P ratio may be of specific interest in

ighting, but they are not specially useful to classify lamps accord-

ng to their content of blue light, because the two filters V 

′ and V

re very close to each other, and they show a significant overlap.

tudies on the environmental and health effects of artificial light at

ight place focus on the limitation of blue light and, for this pur-

ose, at some point, some small set of standard filter pairs should

rise from a consensus among the scientific and technical commu-

ity interested in lamp characterization. Without any intention of

aking a firm proposal in this sense, and with the only aim of il-

ustrating the system, we will consider the spectral index defined

y means of the melanopic curve Z ( Fig. 3, Table 2 ) and the pho-

opic V function. The melanopic curve, with effective wavelength

round λ = 495 nm, is related to the pigment active in the intrin-

ically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells, and it is linked to the

egulation of the human circadian system, a matter of special in-

erest for studies on artificial light at night and chronodisruption.

he resulting Z − V index may act as a measure of the input to

he ganglion cells per each unit of photopically useful light. Of-

en, redder (larger) values of this index will be preferred, meaning

 smaller amount of potentially disruptive light (from a circadian

oint of view) per lumen. 

The ancillary data in [9] give this index for a large set of lamps.

ere we show the values that are obtained for the three examples

hat we have been using in previous sections: 

E C Z,V (E) C Z,V (E) 

PC amber 2.937 0.067 

Metal halide 0.787 0.484 

Incandescent 1.082 0.369 

Finally, let us comment that the Chilean regulation for their

orthern astronomical regions, [7] , specifies limits both on the

mount of blue, and on the amount of red emission, compared to

he quantity of light emitted in the central part of the visible in-

erval. We express these criteria as conditions on indices built from

indow filters, in Table 3 . 

. Application to a lamp sample 

We illustrate the formalism deriving a set of selected spectral

ndices for a sample of more than sixty lamp spectra. The contents

f the database are described in detail in Appendix A , and they
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Fig. 7. The melanopic – photopic ( Z − V ) spectral index (a measure of the circadian 

input per lumen) as a function of CCT. 
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Fig. 8. The melanopic – photopic ( Z − V ) spectral index as a function of CCT for 

fluorescent and metal halide lamps. The lack of correlation is specially outstanding 

for these technologies. 
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Fig. 9. The melanopic – photopic ( Z − V ) spectral index as a function of CCT for 

sources below CCT = 4500 K. Inspecting this graph illustrates what kind of mis- 

takes may be possible when classifying lamps according to CCT as if it was a mea- 

sure of the amount of blue light in the spectra, even when dealing with only one 

technology. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 10. The blue hazard – photopic ( B − V ) spectral index as a function of CCT. (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article.) 
re available at [9] . In this section we discuss some conclusions

hat can be drawn from those results, and we compare our spectral

ndex proposal with several similar ideas found in the literature. 

.1. Discussion 

The results that can be found in the ancillary data set, [9] , lead

o several conclusions. 

The Z − V melanopic – photopic index provides some insight

nto the blueness of light sources, in relation to the amount of use-

ul light emitted. Fig. 7 displays the relation between this index

nd CCT for the whole sample of light sources studied. The solid

ine represents the black body locus. We see that, in general, all

rtificial lamps are redder than black bodies with the same CCT

spectral indices are larger than those of black bodies), a tendency

hat is specially strong towards low CCT values. The LED lamp with

egative Z − V index (source number 60) is a very special device

sed for signaling, not for lighting purposes. We clearly see a gen-

ral correspondence between CCT and Z − V, but it is evident that

his relation shows a significant spread, a spread that intensifies,

oo, in the low CCT area. 

The correlation with CCT is worse for those sources whose

pectra are more different to those of black bodies. Fig. 8 shows

his for discharge lamps of two different technologies: fluorescent

low pressure mercury) and metal halide. Let us underline that in

he second case, the lamp with highest CCT (number 27) is the

eddest for this filter pair, contrary to what may be expected if

CT would be a good spectral descriptor. 

Zooming into the low CCT area ( Fig. 9 ), we can see that the

pread of the relation makes CCT almost meaningless as a descrip-

or of blueness for this pair of filters, for CCT values larger than

500 K, approximately. Over an interval that covers a span of some

0 0 0 K, the spectral index Z − V varies from 0.7 to 1.0, only 0.3

agnitudes, and not always in a monotonic way. LEDs clustering

round CCT = 30 0 0 K show a similar variation in Z − V, from 0.9

o 1.2 magnitudes. 

The region of the extremely low CCT lamps (below 2500 K,

he so-called ‘warm-light emitters’) shows the largest spread. Non-

tandard LEDs clearly demonstrate their potential as light emitters

ith blue-light content levels even lower than those of the tradi-

ional sodium discharge lamps. However, let us keep in mind that

uch devices are currently seldom used actually for real lighting,

here much bluer LEDs are normally used, in the CCT interval over
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Fig. 11. The L 500 – photopic ( L 500 − V ) spectral index as a function of CCT. 
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2500 K, usually with much bluer Z − V values, around or below

Z − V = 1 . 

Index B − V (blue-hazard – photopic) shows a better correla-

tion with CCT, but still with a significant scatter. Redder light

sources (CCT < 20 0 0 K) show an extreme deviation from theoret-

ical black bodies ( Fig. 10 ). Several lamps are slightly bluer than the

corresponding black bodies for this filter pair. In this index, non-

standard LEDs are even redder than low-pressure sodium (pure

amber LED, PC amber LED, Philips 1800 K LED). 

As commented in Section 2.3 , attention should be paid to the

results derived for the aphakic–photopic index, due to the non-

standard character of the aphakic A curve, displayed in Fig. 4 . The

A curve is an adaptation of the blue-hazard B curve, to take into

account the increased transparency of eye tissues to blue light in

very young persons. It cannot be normalized to maximum unity

because it has to follow the profile of curve B at the red side. For

this reason, aphakic indices are always much bluer (smaller) than

the equivalents built from the standard blue-hazard function. From

the pair of indices given in the ancillary data set, B − V and A − V,

a third one can be very easily deduced as the difference: A − B .

This index will always be negative, and it provides a measure of

how the potential risk of the blue light from a lamp may be in-

creased for very young subjects. 

We have already commented the similarity among the astro-

nomical filter V J and the photopic function V . The blue-hazard B

curve is not too far from the Johnson-Cousins B J filter. As a result,

there exists a significant correlation between the values of the in-

dices B − V and B J − V J , but it is not good enough to forget the

differences. So, care has to be taken not to confuse the perceptual

functions B and V with their Johnson-Cousins astronomical close

relatives, named B J and V J in this paper, but labelled exactly with

the same symbols B and V in the astronomical literature. 

Index L 500 − V has some chances to become a kind of standard

to classify lamps according to their amount of blue emission, if we

want to evaluate this per unit of photopically efficient light (let

us say, per lumen). Regulations already in use in Canary Islands

( [10] , Table 3 ) rely on this kind of criteria. As we see in Fig. 11 , CCT

would be a bad descriptor for the evaluation of the content of blue

light, specially in the interval of the most frequent CCTs , from 20 0 0

to 40 0 0 K. All lamps analyzed are redder than the black bodies

with the same CCT. 

4.2. Comparison with alternative formalisms 

The specific features of lamp spectra characterization by means

of the spectral index system can be enumerated as follows: 
1. The system is quantitative, providing the numerical and physi-

cal meaning that CCT lacks. 

2. Flexibility and general character, free election of filter pairs ac-

cording to the needs of each field of study. 

3. Unit-independent. Any index can be computed from any spec-

trum, expressed in the units you want. The mandatory com-

parison of two bands extracted from the same spectrum elimi-

nates any worry about units. We may say that the index is self-

normalized. 

4. As a consequence of the previous point, no reference source has

to be defined or used. Each spectrum acts as its own calibrator.

5. Standard data already obtained at labs for lamp characterization

are perfect for spectral index computation. The calculations are

even simpler than those routinely performed for CCT determi-

nation. 

6. The logarithmic nature allows lamp comparison through sim-

ple additions and subtractions, as well as the inclusion of scale

factors in the form of additive zero points. 

7. The formalism is fully compatible with that already in use

in astronomy, specially in the field of studies on artificial sky

brightness and light pollution. 

A spectral index specifies an elemental physical output from

amps, at a very low level. For instance, when using pigment sensi-

ivity curves as those showed in Fig. 3 , the resulting indices would

escribe the direct physical-chemical input on the corresponding

ensitive cells. The possible relation of this elementary input to

ore complex physiological effects falls out of the scope of the

ormalism. We may, again, pose a comparison with astrophysics,

here stellar spectra are described very often by means of the

ohnson index B J − V J (do not confuse with our blue hazard – pho-

opic index defined above). That index constitutes an elementary

escription of the star, and establishing any further relation be-

ween this index and more complex quantities, such as effective

emperature, falls on the side of the applications of the measure-

ent, not on the side of performing the measurement itself. 

Of course, the idea of describing lamp spectra performing com-

utations from the integration on several bands has been present

n lighting engineering from the beginning, and definitions such as

hat of luminous efficacy or S / P ratio are already based on con-

epts of this kind. In recent years, with the increasing need of go-

ng multi-band, several proposals have circulated, pointing to ideas

uite close to the spectral index formalism described in this paper.

e will briefly comment a representative subset of them. 

Žukauskas et al. [19] study the way to optimize solid-state

amps for photobiologically friendly lighting. This leads them to

onsider quotients of integrated fluxes defined in a fashion simi-

ar to what we state in Eq. (2) . The main differences are that they

pply scaling factors (in units of lm/W), and that their second fil-

er is always the bolometric one, i.e., they normalize their ‘lumi-

ous efficacy of radiation’ estimators ( Eqs. (1) –(3) of their paper)

ccording to the total integrated flux emitted by the lamps. Their

circadian efficacy of radiation’ estimator is very similar to our quo-

ient of integrated fluxes �Z ( E )/ �bol . The quotients of such estima-

ors expressed in their Eq. (6) would be equivalent to a difference of

ur spectral indices (their dimensional multiplicative factors would

ransform into just an additive, spectrum-independent, zero point,

y the way). Later on in the paper, the authors introduce these

lementary quantitative estimators inside a non trivial model, to

erive figures of merit for their scientific purposes, a process that

ay have been done using spectral indices too. 

Aubé et al. [1] developed a system that received even a denom-

nation similar to ours. They define quotients of integrated fluxes

ery close to our �1 ( E )/ �V ( E ); note that this time the second fil-

er is always the photopic one, in what they call ‘constant lu-

en normalization’ ( Eq. (3) in their paper). After defining three
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lters of interest to be used as F 1 , they compute their final ‘in-

ices’ relative to the values of a standard illuminant (specifically

he ICE standard illuminant D65). In the language of our system,

his would translate into applying the corresponding spectral index

f the standard illuminant as a subtractive zero point, due to the

ogarithmic nature of our proposal. For instance, in our scheme,

 Z,V (D 65) = 0 . 186 and, thus, the same index for any other spec-

rum may be referred to the D65 scheme just subtracting this

alue: then, C Z,V (E) − C Z,V (D 65) = 0 would mean ‘the same Z / V ra-

io as the standard illuminant’, while in our simpler scheme (not

elative to any standard illuminant) C Z,V (E) = 0 has a meaning

loser to the physical reality: ‘same energy in both filters’. 

The sound work by Aubé et al. [1] is not totally general. It is

oubtful whether it is really necessary to rely on a standard illumi-

ant as reference. The non-logarithmic character places the work

urther from astronomical tradition (what may be more relevant

or their ‘star light index’) and, while turning easier the determina-

ion of their ‘indices’, it makes somewhat more cumbersome their

ater management in practical use. Their specific selection of filters

s just one among many other possible, but maybe they are too

omplicated, mixing simple physical inputs with non-trivial con-

iderations about effects and actions that, in our opinion, should

e left for later stages in the interpretation. We pursue the com-

utation of simple numbers as close as possible to the true, native

nd neat properties of the spectra. 

Finally, Escofet and Bará [8] delve into the complexities of cir-

adian inputs going back to the elementary concept of integrated

ltered flux of this work ( Eq. (2) ), and of [19] , to later combine sev-

ral filters (or ‘weighting functions’) in a shape that may have been

ormulated, too, in our language of spectral indices. In our opinion,

scofet and Bará [8] offer an interesting example of clean separa-

ion of inputs and actions or effects, with an approach at only one

tep from using a completely general formalism for the multiplic-

ty of filters used by them. These authors deal with those filters on

 one-by-one basis, handling a complex network of scaling factors

nd standards that we avoid in our spectral index system, seeking

aximum simplicity and homogeneity. 
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ppendix A. Lamp sample: contents of the database 

The spectral index formalism has been applied to a database

ith more than sixty spectra kindly provided by the sources men-

ioned in the acknowledgments section, for the only purposes of

his work. We have also used a set of lamp spectra from the public

pen repository Light Spectral Power Distribution Database, [12] .

everal black body spectra have been generated by us in a straight-

orward way. The results are available at [9] , and they cover differ-
nt lighting technologies, including experimental spectra obtained

ith different spectrometers. For each available spectrum we com-

ute the following spectral indices: 

• Photopic – bolometric , V −bol. A measure of the luminous ef-

ficacy of lamps, showing the fraction of spectral energy emit-

ted inside the photopic band. For this index, bluer lamps (with

lower values of the spectral index) would be more efficient

from a lighting point of view. 
• Lowpass- λ 500 nm – photopic , L 500 − V . Comparing the

amount of energy emitted below 500 nm with that efficient for

lighting purposes, in photopic conditions. A good measure of

the amount of blue light compared to lighting efficacy. If the

aim is to reduce the amount of blue light, then larger values of

this index are preferred. 
• Melanopic – photopic , Z − V . It compares the amount of light

active on the circadian receptors with the intensity efficient for

lighting in photopic conditions. Again, larger values are better,

in the sense that they indicate a lower input on the intrinsically

sensitive retinal ganglion cells. 
• Lowpass- λ 500 nm – bolometric , L 500 −bol. Reflects the ratio

between blue light and the total amount of energy radiated by

the lamp. 
• Blue hazard – photopic , B − V, and aphakic – photopic , A − V,

according to the curves specified by [11] . 

The results are shown for all lamps in the ancillary data at-

ached to this article. For each index, the value C 1, 2 ( E ) according to

efinition (5) is given but, also, for a better understanding of the

ystem for people not well acquainted with the logarithmic scale,

he relative integrated flux Q 1, 2 ( E ) ( Eq. (4) ) is provided. A last col-

mn contains the value of the correlated color temperature (CCT)

f the lamps, in kelvins, directly drawn from the sources that pro-

ided the spectra. 

A graphic annex displays the spectra for 61 of the 69 light

ources. 

upplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

ound, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.jqsrt.2017.12.011 . 
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